Abstract-Internet of Things (IoT) heavily relies on wireless communication to interconnect various sensors and hubs. This paper proposes a symbol-level information multiplexing mechanism (SIMPLEX) that exploits link margin in wireless networks to minimize channel underutilization. Multiplexing is achieved by carrying extra information through a type of specially designed symbols inserted. The key enabler of the inserting and detecting such specially symbols is a per-bit channel assessment scheme that hierarchically estimates the error probability of a received symbol. On the GNU SDR testbed experiments, SIMPLEX shows an accuracy of 97% in recognizing the special symbols in demultiplexing. By varying the frequency domain indices of such specially symbols and their positions on I-Q constellation map, SIMPLEX provides a series of multiplexing rates that carry different amount of extra information. We also design an adaptive multiplexing rate selection scheme to dynamically achieve optimal exploitation of link margin upon instant channel conditions, which can find the optimal multiplexing rates over 90% of the time on the testbed. Multiplexing throughput gain has been theoretically derived and empirically validated of high accuracy with only a negligible deviation to experiment results. A throughput gain can be obtained as much as up to 55%.
I. INTRODUCTION

W
IRELESS communication is essential to Internet of Things (IoT) in Internetworking all types of sensors and controllers. As enormous IoT devices are deployed, the wireless spectrum in IoT will be in shortage and efficient to support dense IoT devices. Wireless communications suffer underutilization from various factors, one of which is reliability. Because wireless links are error-prone, various dimensions of redundancies are often added to reduce the risk of data error, e.g., forward error coding (FEC) in channel coding and frequency guards between channels. One critical and commonly adopted approach to reliability in wireless communications is to conservatively use low-order modulations, thus low bit rates, for reliable delivery, especially for important frames, e.g., RTS/CTS in IEEE 802.11. Such conservative strategies clearly trade communication performance for reliability. As reported in [5] , the control frames at basic bit rates in IEEE 802.11 result in severe deficiency on channel utilization.
Even if with an optimal rate adaptation modulation is used, because modulation (also bit rate) is at discrete levels, the transmission power, which is continuous, is often higher than the exactly required by that optimal modulation. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) difference between the required by a demodulation (or bit rate) and the actually received is referred as link margin, as shown in Fig. 1 , which constitutes a pure wastage of link resource. Cidon et al. [6] has observed with measurements a link margin of 1.94 dB on average, which implies that there is a considerable portion of channel unexploited. In order to mitigate channel underutilization, an intuitive conjecture is to exploit the available SNR represented by link margin. This paper designs an information multiplex solution, symbol-level information multiplex (SIMPLEX), that "mixes" specially designed symbols into regular symbols to exploit link margin. These special symbols appear as extra noise to the regular symbols and they consume the SNR of link margin. By deliberately corrupting the original symbol sequence with these noise, SIMPLEX increases the information amount loaded on the symbol sequence. The design of the special symbols is derived from a hierarchical channel assessment based on a posteriori bit error probability (ABEP). ABEP can not only provide high-granularity instant channel assessment but also help design and detecting (at receiver) of the special symbols.
By implementing two layers (inter and intra layer) of multiplexing, SIMPLEX fully exploits the frequency domain indices of special symbols as well as their potions on I-Q constellation map to carry extra information in parallel. By varying the number of special symbols inserted and their types, SIMPLEX provides a series of multiplexing rates that carry different amount of extra information. In order to avoid over-or under-multiplexing, an adaptive algorithm is devised to find an optimal multiplex rate based on instant link margin estimated by the hierarchical channel assessment. In addition, a selective convolutional coding is designed to suppress the noise introduced by the special symbols in decoding the data in regular symbols.
We have implemented SIMPLEX onto a GNU softwaredefined radio (SDR) USRP2 testbed. In all circumstances, SIMPLEX can maintain an accuracy over 90% in detecting the special noisy symbols. The adaptive multiplexing algorithm shows an accuracy of 91% in identifying the optimal multiplex rates across various channel conditions. Local simulation on GNU SDR demonstrates that the throughput gain can be obtained up to 50% at BPSK, which has the most abundant link margin.
Wireless communication system is a most important part for IoT infrastructure. The communication techniques we studied in this paper can be used to support various IoT applications such as smart grid, connected vehicle, smart city, smart and connected health, and so on. This paper is organized as follows. We start the design of SIMPLEX at Section II. Then, Section III demonstrates the performance evaluation of the designed system. The related works are reviewed in Section IV. Finally, this paper is concluded by Section V.
II. DESIGN OF SIMPLEX
SIMPLEX multiplexes information with a type of specially designed symbols unto regular symbols. A block diagram of SIMPLEX is shown in Fig. 2 . The design of SIMPLEX builds on addressing four challenges.
1) How the special symbol is designed so that it can be differentiated or demultiplexed from regular symbols at a receiver? (in Section II-A). 2) How information is coded by special symbols in frequency domain? (in Section II-B). 3) How the multiplexing is regulated to optimally exploit time-varying link margin, neither over-multiplexing to corrupt regular symbols nor less-multiplexing to underutilize link margin? (in Section II-C). 4) How to minimize the negative impact of noise introduced by the special symbols on regular ones in decoding? (in Section II-D). This section discusses our solutions to these challenges that formulate the design of SIMPLEX. 
A. Design of Special Noisy Symbol
In SIMPLEX, the carrier of multiplexed extra information is a type of special noisy symbols. Their design and use are inspired and enabled by a novelly designed channel assessment. In this section, we first introduce this channel assessment, then discuss the design of noisy symbols and their application design of SIMPLEX in multiplexing.
1) Novel Channel Assessment Metric:
We first introduce a constellation-based symbol-level channel assessment metric-ABEP, which estimates the error potential of a bit in a symbol. The ABEP-based channel assessment is critical to SIMPLEX in twofolds: 1) it not only enables the design and use of special symbols for multiplexing and 2) but also enables the adaptation of multiplex to channel variations as disused later in Section II-C. a) ABEP definition and calculation: ABEP is a constellation-based metric. To facilitate discussion, we take QPSK I-Q map, for example, but the concept applies to any modulation.
Referring to Fig. 3 , we define the Gaussian Euclidean distance E u (·) between a received symbol y k and an arbitrary ideal constellation point
where, σ 2 n is the energy of channel background white noise. Given a bit b l (l ∈ [1, log 2 M) in the symbol y k , the a posteriori error probability P e of b l is defined as
where A = {α 0 , α 1 , . . . , α M−1 } is the set that includes all M constellation points, exp ∈ (0, 1) refers to the value that b l is expected to demodulated to. For example, in Fig. 3 , y k is expected to be demodulated as "11" since α 1 is the nearest ideal constellation points to it, thus exp for both b 1 and b 2 should be "1."Ā l,exp is the subset consisting of those constellation points whose lth bit is not equal to exp. Let us examine an example that the second bit of the symbol y k is being demodulated as in Fig. 3 . The P e (b 2 |y k ) that the second bit (b 2 ) in the symbol y k is demodulated to 1 can be calculated as because α 2 and α 3 have the second bit of "0," not 1. Finally, by aligning the P e value to a zero ground, ABEP of the lth bit in y k is defined as
where y exp refers to the expected ideal constellation point the received symbol y k should be demodulated to, e.g., α 1 in this case of Fig. 3 . Originally, ABEP l is a per-bit estimation, to get the assessment for a symbols that contains several bits (l = 0, . . . , log 2 M − 1), we simply calculate the average ABEP = ABEP l for entire symbol estimation. For simplicity, we directly adopt ABEP refer to this symbol average calculation.
b) Extension to high-order (M > 4) modulations:
A high-order modulation have tens or hundreds of constellation points. Unless channel varies wildly, a received symbol is expected to stay close to its ideal constellation point. Therefore, the constellation points nearby a received symbol on an I-Q map are more important than others to its ABEP. However, the nearby constellation points are overshadowed by other points in calculating ABEP because their E u (·) is comparably so small as to be ignored. Therefore, we design an extended Log 4 hierarchical ABEP for high-order modulations (M > 4).
Log 4 hierarchical ABEP calculation first partitions an I-Q map into four equal-size regions, referred as quad-regions. Then, this partition recursively takes place on each quad-region until only four constellation points remain in each quad-region that emulates a QPSK. An example of quadratic-amplitude modulation (QAM)-16 is illustrated in Fig. 4 with four final quad-regions partitioned. Then the calculation of ABEP is only limited to the final quad-region that contains the received symbol.
With Log 4 hierarchical ABEP, an important observation is that a maximal value of ABEP happens when a received symbol exactly locates at the center of a quad-region. Because the maximal varies across modulations, for uniformity, we normalize an ABEP estimate upon its maximal so that the normalized maximal value is aligned to 1 across all modulations.
2) Design of Noisy Symbol: An ideal noisy symbol is expected to significantly differ from regular symbols so as to be easily distinguished. With ABEP estimation, it is easy to detect any occurrence of abnormal ABEP in a received symbol. The most prominently abnormal case is an ABEP of the maximal value, which refers to the worst ABEP that a regular signal symbol mostly never yield. It becomes reasonable for us to deploy the special symbols unto these positions that yield the maximal ABEP. This makes the noisy symbols so abnormal that can be easily and accurately detected at a receiver with an ABEP estimator. With the Log 4 hierarchical ABEP, the center of each quad-region yields the maximal ABEP of 1. Therefore, an M-ary modulation other than BPSK can have (M/4) special symbols because of (M/4) quad-regions.
The abnormally large ABEP values of these noisy symbols distinguish themselves from other original symbols that normally have small ABEP values since they are closer to ideal constellation points. Therefore, link margin is exploited by the pollution of these noisy symbols that actually carry meaningful information. Those regular symbols damaged by the replacement are to be recovered by an FEC decoder since the polluted SNR is expected to still meet the decoding requirement even after the link margin is consumed. Next discussed is how to multiplex information into special noisy symbols.
B. Information Multiplexing
In SIMPLEX, information multiplex is achieved by special noisy symbols in frequency domain by taking advantage of the popular wide-band OFDM scheme. The multiplexing consists of two layers. First, the frequency indices (not values) of the noisy symbols code a layer of information that is named interlayer. Second, with Log 4 hierarchical ABEP, a high-order M-ary (M > 4) modulation can form a (M/4)-ary modulation with the noisy symbols, each of which can represent Log 2 (M/4) bit information. This constitutes an extra multiplexing layer named intralayer. It should be noted that intralayer cannot exist without interlayer. We elaborate the design of these two layers of multiplexing below.
1) Interlayer Multiplexing With Frequency Indices:
We adopt a chunk-based indexing inside an OFDM symbol to code binary bits with noisy symbols, as shown in Fig. 5 . An OFDM symbol with N subcarriers is first divided into (N/k) equalsize chunks with k subcarriers each chunk. Within each chunk, only one noisy symbol is allowed to be inserted. The purpose of such design is to avoid multiple noisy symbols within any single chunk that may cause unrecoverable bursty errors.
Every chunk has the indices from 0 to k−1. By simply using a binary conversion, each chunk can multiplex Log 2 k bits with the noisy symbol at different indices (i.e., subcarriers) and thus totally (N/k) · Log 2 k can be multiplexed by an OFDM symbol. For an M-ary modulation with a coding rate α, the overall throughput gain (TG inter ) contributed by this layer of multiplexing can be calculate as
which is a function of chunk size k. This matches our expectations in several folds. 1) A lower order modulation with a smaller constellation size M has more link margin to generate a larger throughput gain. 2) A lower coding rate α with stronger recovery capacity allows heavier pollution (smaller k) and thus yields more chunks for more multiplexed bits in an OFDM symbol.
TG inter decreases as the chunk size k increases. With multiplexing on frequency indices, this method is flexible to obtain different throughput gains by varying the chunk size k. This is particularly preferred in wireless communication because the time-varying channel allows various degrees of multiplexing in transmissions at different moments. In ideal channel condition, as an example demonstrated on our GNU SDR testbed, the maximal gain could be up to 55% when N = 198, k = 11, M = 2, and α = 1/2. We defer to Section II-C the detail discussion of how to adaptively determine a proper k to achieve optimal multiplexing based on time-varying channel condition.
2) Intralayer Multiplexing With I-Q Positions: An M-ary (M > 4) modulation has (M/4) such symbols and can thus code Log 2 (M/4)
bits. This constitutes another multiplexing layer of data, named intralayer. These noisy symbols, that having the maximal ABEP of 1 in their own quad-region as aforementioned, actually form an (M/4)-ary modulation constellation. For the case of QAM-16 in Fig. 4 , the noisy points constitute a QPSK constellation that can carry two bits. It should be noted that, the information carried through intralayer is independent of the interlayer multiplexing information.
With both interlayer and intralayer multiplexing, the composite throughput gain is derived as
where · is used to accommodate BPSK. The composite throughput gain is still a function of chunk size k. a) Discussion: From (6), a lower order modulation (smaller M) allows a higher throughput gain. However, the intralayer multiplexing is only available in M-ary modulations when M > 4 and its gain is marginal in terms of throughput (<22% for QAM-64). Even though, it is noteworthy that this extra layer of multiplexing is available and independent. The multiplexing is especially useful in scenarios stressing on performance other than throughput gain, for example, the multiplexing can carry light-weight but critical information such as control, routing, or security related information that is time-sensitive, rather than throughput-sensitive.
C. Adaptive Multiplexing
With chunk-based multiplexing, once if the modulation M and coding rate α are chosen for regular symbols, chunk size k determines multiplex throughput gain as shown in (6) . A small k favors high throughput gain, but raises the risk of a frame failure because the link margin is over-exploited, while a large k incurs low throughput gain. Furthermore, because wireless channel varies temporally, a k does not remain optimal all the time.
We design an adaptive multiplexing solution that determines the optimal k based on dynamic channel condition estimated by the ABEP channel assessment at the per-bit granularity aforementioned in Section II-A1. In the following, we first investigate the effectiveness of ABEP in channel assessment since its quality critically affects the performance of the adaptive multiplexing, before we present the adaptive multiplexing solution.
1) Effectiveness of Channel Estimation Upon ABEP:
ABEP indicates a posteriori bit error probability of a bit in a received symbol regardless of the actual bit correctness. It is based on the deviation of the received symbol to constellation points on I-Q map. It is seldom 0 because this deviation always exists due to channel variation in practice. Therefore, it intuitively reveals channel variation and has merits in channel assessment because of its bit level granularity.
To empirically testify the effectiveness of ABEP in channel estimation, we have conducted local GNU radio simulation experiments. Three modulations BPSK, QPSK, and QAM-16 have been used for point-to-point transmissions across various channel conditions by varying the transmission power. We have collected grounded bit error rate (BER) as the channel condition indicator and measured ABEP in the experiments. a) Results: The results show a relationship between ABEP and the grounded BER in Fig. 6(a) , where each data point is averaged over 500 frames of 800-byte to yield BER as low as 10 −6 . For a certain modulation, ABEP monotonically increases as BER grows, which implies that ABEP is effective in revealing channel variations. It should be noted that, since the ABEP is designed to indicate the relative symbol deviation from ideal constellation points within a certain modulation, comparison of the values of ABEP across modulations is not meaningful.
From the same results, we have investigated the correctness of frames and their ABEP as shown in Fig. 6(b ABEP. It implies that the correctness of a received frame could be predicted with the ABEP channel estimation with its corresponding cutoff band, which provides the foundation to the design of our adaptive multiplexing solution. 2) Protocol Design: Our adaptive multiplexing employs a closed-loop methodology. As in Fig. 2 , the multiplex rate is adjusted at a sender, but determined upon the channel condition assessment at a receiver. When a receiver gets a frame, it calculates the average ABEP of all the symbols across the frame. Based on the correctness of received frame, two different procedures take place.
1) If this frame is received correctly, the ABEP is scheduled to send back to the sender. The ABEP can be delivered to the sender by piggybacking on acknowledge frames (e.g., ACK) or backward data frames. In our design, we use a byte to carry the ABEP that is appended to an ACK frame. Upon the acquired ABEP feedback, the sender runs a rate selection algorithm (Section II-C3) to seek optimal multiplex rate. 2) In case of a frame failure, multiplexing is simply deactivated at the sender as a conservative response. If the failure is from over-multiplexing, the deactivation of information multiplex will address the delivery failure and enable a successful transmission. Once a nonmultiplexing frame can be delivered successfully again, multiplexing is reactivated with the new optimal multiplex rate determined upon the ABEP of the successful transmission. 3) Optimal Multiplex Rate Determination: As briefly aforementioned, it is crucial to determine an optimal multiplex rate-how many special symbols to be multiplexed into an OFDM symbol, or equivalently how many chunks to be partitioned within an OFDM symbol-so that link margin will not be either over-or under-exploited. Multiplexing rate can be adjusted by tuning the chunk size k in (5) or alternatively the number of chunk N c (N c = (N/k) ) in an OFDM symbol of N subcarriers. With the validated effective ABEP-based channel assessment, an optimal multiplexing rate can be determined upon instant channel assessment. We derive the numerical relationship between N c and the ABEP of a received frame as follows.
a) Nonmultiplexing to multiplexing:
To find the relation between N c and ABEP, we first average the ABEPs of all regular symbols of an OFDM symbol into a single value ε. Without information multiplex, all subcarriers carry regular symbols and it seems as if every subcarrier contributed (ε/N) to this average. With an information multiplex of N c chunks partitioned, because each chunk contains one noisy symbol that yields an ABEP of 1 and thus there are N c noisy symbols in each OFDM symbol, the change of the average ABEP due to multiplexing can be obtained as
Because has a linear relation to the ABEP average of an OFDM, the ABEP average of a frame consisting of a number of OFDM symbols also follows the same relation with its as in above (7). b) Multiplexing rate N c1 to N c2 : More often, the situation is that, after we correctly receive a frame with a multiplex rate of N c1 whose ε can be obtained with the ABEP channel assessment, we need to determine if a larger multiplex rate N c2 could be the new optimal for the next frame based on the channel assessment over this current frame. 2 According to (7), with the same induction, the ABEP change from ε at N c1 to ε at N c2 can be calculated as
With the channel estimation ε at multiplexing rate N c1 (N c1 = 0 if no multiplexing), the predicted ε at a new multiplex rate N c2 is subject to a constraint for frame correctness that
where is a threshold selected from the corresponding ABEP cutoff region as shown in Fig. 6(b). With ε, N c1 , N, and all known, we can find the largest N c2 to satisfy this constraint, which constitutes the procedure determining an optimal multiplex rate upon instant channel assessment.
We summarizes the optimal multiplex rate determination in Algorithm 1 below. In this algorithm, the N opt denotes the optimal multiplex rate, the number of chunk to be partitioned in an OFDM in the next frame for information multiplexing, and thus (N/N opt ) is the optimal chunk size. c) Verification: To numerically evaluate the effectiveness and correctness of the optimal multiplex rate determination algorithm, we have conducted a verification experiment on a GNU SDR testbed with USRP N210 nodes. OFDM was configured with 198 subcarriers on 5.0 GHz. The subcarriers were partitioned into various numbers (N c = 1, 3, 6, 18 ) of equalsize chunks as mentioned in Section II-B1. The transmission power was invariant and more than 10 000 frames modulated by QPSK were transmitted under each N c . Fig. 7 CDF of the average ABEP ε of OFDM symbols of all frames. The results matches the expectation that, if the subcarriers of an OFDM symbol are partitioned into more chunks, equivalently a larger multiplexing rate, larger ABEPs are resulted because of the introduced more noise.
We have also validated the correctness and accuracy of (8) that critically affects the optimal rate determination on the SDR testbed. We first obtained ε = 0.06 for N c = 1. Based on (8), we calculated ε for N c = 3 as ε = ε+ 1-to-3 = 0.070. The empirically measured ε on the testbed for N c = 3 is 0.072 based on the ABEP estimation. Therefore, even with multiplexing, ABEP channel estimation is still effective in predicting channel variations resulted from multiplexing and (8) is effective and reliable to determine a new optimal multiplex rate.
D. Selective Convolutional Decoding
SIMPLEX raises a challenge that the multiplexing is at the risk of decoding error because link margin is exploited. In a convolutional coding solution, the decoding of a current bit depends on the history decoding decision on prior bits. Its error correction is driven by accumulated correct history coding information, but it can be hurt by any wrong history decision that misleads the decoding. Therefore, the correctness of decoding can be improved by minimizing the chance that misguides a decoding process. With the noisy symbols introduced by SIMPLEX, a conventional convolutional decoding treating all symbols without difference will be misled after it "absorbs" the soft information of the noisy symbols. This contaminates the accumulated decoding trace and eventually hurts its error correction capacity.
In order to minimize the negative impact of multiplexing on the decoding of regular data, we have designed a selective convolutional decoding solution to work with SIMPLEX. As aforementioned, with the ABEP estimation, a noisy symbol can be easily detected. In selective decoding, when a noise is come across, the decoder assigns each possible decoding path equal weight. As a result, the noisy symbols are considered as missing symbols by the decoder. In this way, the negative effect of the noisy symbol is turned neutral although it cannot have positive contribution to the decoding. With this selective decoding approach, a decoder excludes noisy symbols and selects only regular symbols in decoding.
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For comprehensive evaluation of SIMPLEX, we have developed a GNU SDR [1] testbed with USRP N210 [14] nodes. For some scenarios that are not feasible to be evaluated with the testbed, we have conducted GNU SDR local simulations.
A. Testbed Evaluation
We have implemented SIMPLEX unto a GNU SDR testbed, which consists of two USRP2 N210 nodes, for evaluation. The testbed is deployed in a laboratory room with dry walls. Our solution is implemented into the GNU SDR packages running on each N210 node with details described below.
1) Settings and Implementations:
The information multiplex is implemented on OFDM symbols. There are 198 OFDM subcarriers configured in total and so six multiplex rates (N c = 1, 2, 3, 6, 9, 18) are available at different chunk sizes. Three modulations (BPSK, QPSK, and QAM-16) of coding rate 1/2 have been tested with frames of 800-byte. Channel condition is varied by changing the transmission power setting (parameter Tx-amplitude in GNU SDR). In order to numerically measure the channel condition, we use SNR as the metric. Since the classic Schmidl-Cox SNR estimation [15] , which measures each received frame by inspecting the OFDM preamble, only works properly for SNR less than 20 dB, we devise a new SNR measurement named grounded SNR that computes the SNR upon received training symbols and their reference copies. In controlled tests, a receiver knows all the training symbols ς tr that will be transmitted from sender. By comparing the actual received symbols ς rcv to their original copies ς tr , a receiver calculates the grounded SNR as 10Log 10 | S tr | 2
where S tr ∈ ς tr , S rcv ∈ ς rcv , and ( S tr − S rcv ) is a grounded version of the channel noise. It should be noted that, with multiplexed noisy symbols, this calculation treats these special symbols as noise, which indicates a "worse" channel than actual. In practice, because a received symbol passes through various optimization DSP blocks, the actual noise has been greatly mitigated, so the grounded SNR is normally calculated as multiple times large as a classic SNR reported.
2) Multiplexing Detection Accuracy: With SIMPLEX, the accurate detection of noisy symbols at a receiver directly affects the success of frame delivery. Therefore, it is of utmost interest to evaluate the accuracy in detecting noisy symbols in both interlayer and intralayer multiplexing. a) Interlayer: We first investigate the interlayer multiplexing that codes information in multiplexing subcarrier indices. Three multiplex rates (N c = 2, 3, 8 ) are tested. We transmitted thousands of multiplexed frames (at QPSK 1/2 coding rate) at eight different power settings for each multiplex rate. And we collected about 32 000 noisy symbols under each combination of power and multiplex rate to compute the multiplexing detection accuracy
where N correct is the number of correct symbol detected and N rcvd_noisy is the number of all the noisy symbols received. The results are shown in Fig. 8 for the modulation of QPSK. With the same data set, the left plot shows the accuracy variation with grounded SNR and the right plot shows the accuracy under different transmission powers.
Result shows that, the detection accuracy can achieve at least 90%, and mostly above 97% for all three multiplex rates. This implies that SIMPLEX is highly effective in multiplexing and demultiplexing with the ABEP-based design and detection of special noisy symbol. In addition, as expected, with a higher transmission power that potentially leads to a larger link margin, it can support a higher multiplex rate and help improve the detection accuracy. For example, from the right plot, at low transmission powers e.g., Tx-amplitude = 0.035, a low multiple rate (e.g., N c = 2) can work, but a high multiple (e.g., N c = 18) cannot because the link margin is not enough to support that degree of multiplexing. Another interesting observation is that, most of symbols at the high multiplex rate N c = 18 cluster around low grounded SNR. This is because a high multiplex rate introduces more noise than a low multiplex rate, which increases the denominator of grounded SNR calculation of in (9) . b) Intralayer: With with both interlayer and intralayer composite multiplex, the detection error of noisy symbols can happen at either layer. Namely, in addition to the false detection of the multiplexing subcarrier indices, mistakes can also occur in demodulating the intralayer data. To investigate the detection accuracy of noisy symbols and the various causes to the detection error in the composite multiplex case with both interlayer and intralayer, we have conducted experiments on our testbed with 20 000 multiplexing noisy symbols collected at QAM-16 with the interlayer multiplexing at rate N c = 2. Although in the composite multiplex the intralayer cannot exist without the interlayer, their noisy symbols are independently counted into the total. With the results at varying grounded SNR, Fig. 9 plots the overall detection accuracy at the upper region as well as each error type in percentage at the bottom region.
The results show: 1) that the overall detection maintains an accuracy of over 90% and 2) that, in addition to a negligible faction of lost noisy symbols that has never been detected, interlayer contributes more to the detection error than intralayer. This implies that, frequency drift that moves an interlayer noisy symbol from one subcarrier to another has more negative effect on the detection than channel fading that deviates an intralayer noisy symbol away from its location on the I-Q constellation map. c) Fast fading: To validate this hypothesis, we have conducted local GNU SDR simulation experiments for the composite multiplex at different moving speeds to produce various Doppler shifts that result in frequency drift. The outcomes are plotted in Fig. 10 , which conforms the observation obtained from the testbed evaluation that the interlayer multiplexing suffers more than the intralayer from the channel degradation. Another observation is that the multiplexing is vulnerable to fast fading as both layers have increasing detection errors when the moving speeds up, but the overall detection accuracy is high.
3) Multiplexing Optimality: An optimal multiplex rate is critical to the performance of SIMPLEX in that it maximizes the exploitation of link margin at a certain channel condition. We have derived the solution of Algorithm 1 in Section II-C3 Fig. 11 . Performance in determining optimal multiplex rate.
to determine the optimal multiplex rate. Here evaluates its performance. a) Setting: We have conducted the indoor testbed experiments at late night, which gave relatively stable channel condition without human moving around. The experiments have been performed with BPSK and QPSK at five multiple rates N c = 2, 3, 6, 9, 18. There are 6000 frames tested for each modulation. For any certain modulation applied, the transmission of a frame has been repeated five times back-toback, but each at a different multiplex rate. By doing this, we assume the channel condition during the period of five frames can be considered stable. Thus, for each frame, by comparing the computed rate (R s ) based on Algorithm 1 with the highest multiple rate at which the frame was successfully transmitted (R opt ), we have obtained the insights into over-multiplex, optimal multiplex, and under-multiplex. b) Results: Fig. 11 plots the result from the testbed experiments where vertical axis shows the difference between the computed multiplex rate and the actual optimal rate (R s − R opt ) with positive values referring to over-multiplex and negative values being under-multiplex. The results reveals the determination algorithm is highly effective and reliable in twofolds: 1) the optimal multiplex accounts for 92% of the selection and 2) the nonoptimal cases, either over-or undermultiplex, only has one level deviation ("+1" or "−1") from the optimal multiplex rate. The over-multiplex is around 7.5% with under-multiplex of 0.5%.
B. Simulation Evaluation-Throughput Gain
To empirically evaluate the throughput gain of SIMPLEX and numerically validate the theoretical prediction of the gain in (6), we have conducted local GNU SDR simulations under various channel conditions. We have chosen the simulation other than the testbed for this case for two reasons that: 1) the channel of testbed in real life is not precisely controllable and 2) for the current SDR hardware, even the advanced USRP2 N210, the latency between the SDR RF front-end and the computer controller is too large to saturate the channel. We have implemented the Jackes' channel simulator [20] into GNU Radio to model a typical Rayleigh channel. Precisely controlled various channel conditions were created by adjusting the parameter SNR. The experiments involved four multiplex rates N c = 1, 3, 6, 18, as well as regular nonmultiplex transmission. According to (6), the lowest modulation-BPSK-is expected yield highest throughput gain. Thus, we choose BPSK as the demonstration case for evaluation. 500 frames modulated at BPSK were tested for each multiplex rate and the regular nonmultiplex case at each SNR. It is noted that for any SNR setting and multiplex rate, we only consider those data with at least 90% packet delivery ratio (PDR). For a link with PDR less than 90%, we assume it is incapable to delivery information properly.
1) Results:
With the experiment data, the empirical throughput performance is shown in Fig. 12(a) where the measured throughputs are normalized by the maximal throughput of the regular nonmultiplex transmission. From the figure, a higher multiplexing rate demands more link margin to have a PDR > 90%. For example, to use the highest multiplex rate (N c = 18), the SNR has to be at least 24 dB to maintain a PDR > 90%, which exceeds the regular transmission requirement (17 dB). The lower plot Fig. 12(b) shows a shoulder-by-shoulder comparison of the empirical measured maximal throughput gain and the theoretical calculation from (6) . The observation is that the theoretical calculation is highly close to the empirical validation, which indicates that (6) is highly reliable to predict throughput gain of SIMPLEX. The marginal deviation between the theoretical numbers and the experimental data is due to the fact that some frame fields such as the physical layer preamble are protected from multiplexing to maintain their functionality.
IV. RELATED WORKS
The wireless communication architectures have been well investigated for future IoT applications [2] , [10] , [16] , [19] , [21] , but most of them focus on the network architectures and frameworks. In wireless communications, several projects [4] , [9] , [12] , [13] , [18] have studied the multiplexing (or piggybacking) at upper layers (e.g., MAC) with coarse granularity (e.g., frame-based). For example, Pries et al. [13] explored the piggybacking mechanism for bandwidth request in IEEE 802. 16 , which turned out to outperform the contention-based broadcast approach. Another multiplexing application in IEEE 802.11 MAC protocols by Xiao [18] adopted the piggybacking method to allow TCP ACK to be embedded into a data frame to reduce overhead. In deed, these techniques can literately be considered as "concatenation" because they just simply append one frame at the end of another frame so that they can be transmitted as one to reduce the turnover time between frames. Different from these works, SIMPLEX deals with the multiplexing at symbol granularity at physical layer in frequency domain to reduce transmission time. It focuses on the underutilization problem due to link margin, which presents a common and general solution at the bottom layer to upper layers.
In term of multiplexing design feature, SIMPLEX is analogous to the piloting in the OFDM channel estimation [3] , [7] , [11] , [17] , [22] - [29] . By inserting trained symbols called "pilots" at particular preset subcarriers in various arrangements, the channel condition can be estimated by checking the received pilots. The pilots are normally arranged in certain patterns, such as comb-type and scattered-type [8] , where the positions of pilots are static in either frequency or time domain. The pilots solely contribute to channel estimation, but as pure overhead to data transmission. In SIMPLEX, not only the position of multiplexing is dynamic that can be used to encode extra information, but also the inserted symbol can be varied to code information.
In addition, as a recent similar work, Cidon et al. [6] designed a low overhead hardware-based solution called flashback that decouples the control plane from the data plane for wireless networks. In flashback, the short control frames are coded by the short high-powered flashes localized in frequency and time. Flashback requires hardware support to emit and detect the flashes. Unlike flashback, our solution SIMPLEX does not require special hardware support, but can decouple the control and the data with the multiplexing of their planes together in frequency domain. From the perspective of throughput improvement, flashback enables at best 400 kb/s message rate regardless of the data transmission bit rate. Comparably, SIMPLEX can fully take advantage of link margin to achieve 55% throughput gain, which is equal to another 3.3 Mb/s message rate at the data rate of 6 Mb/s.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed an SIMPLEX that code extra information in both frequency and time domains. SIMPLEX multiplexes information with a special type of symbols using both the indices of subcarriers in frequency where the special symbols appear as well as their positions on I-Q constellation map. The key enabler of the design and detection of the special symbols is a per-bit channel assessment scheme that hierarchically estimates the error probability of a received symbol. The solution has shown a high accuracy in recognizing the special symbols in demultiplexing. Furthermore, an adaptive multiplexing has been proposed to dynamically achieve optimal exploitation of link margin to address channel underutilization, which is evaluated with high reliability to find an optimal multiplex rate. A multiplexing throughput gain prediction has been theoretically derived and empirically validated of high accuracy with only a negligible deviation to experiment results.
